
 

The Angmar War  

The Ravaging of the Domain 

of Nenuial 

 

Third Age: 1971 

 

(Reference Note: Fellowship of the Ring is formed in 

Rivendell later in the Third Age, in the year 3017) 

  
 

The Witch King of Angmar has long pursued a tiresome war of raiding and destruction against the Three 

Kingdoms of the North, seeing one fall after another, first Rhudaur, then Cardolan. Now in the year 1971 

of the Third Age of Middle Earth, only Arthedain remains, last of the free lands of Arnor.  

King Arvedui of Arthedain rules for now – though at his birth, Malbeth-the-Seer had proclaimed he would 

be the fifteenth and last King of Arnor. He rules with this shadow of prophecy over him, determined to 

resist the Angmarim for as long as possible with his throne located in Fornost. The old city of Annuminas, 

once the ancient capital of Arnor but sacked centuries ago, continues to diminish every year as the 

population migrates from the north. Still some of the Arthedain people live in the domains of Nenuial, 

and it is to them Arvedui feels honour-bound by kingly duty to protect them.  

 

 

Aranarth, Prince of Arthedain and Arvedui’s 

oldest son, does what he can to support his 

father’s pledge. To him are gathered a devoted 

band of Arthedain Lords along with friends 

from neighbouring and distant lands. These 

great allies seek to protect Arthedain in its 

darkest time: Elves from Lindon and Rivendell; 

troops, seamen and engineers from Gondor; 

Men of Bree; riders and troops from the Anduin 

Vales and neighbouring lands; even Hobbits – 

all of these loyal friends assist the Arthedain 

people at some point during this war. 

 

Opposing them are the forces of the Great Angmarim Host – the hostile races gathered together by the 

Witch King to do his bidding to overthrow the free Men of the North. Foul magic, evil cunning and 

hatred joins together the various clans and tribes of the Northmen of Angmar, the corrupted Rhudaur 

tribes of hillmen and the Nimwaith slave-caste, along with the Orc tribes of Mount Gundabad and the 

Misty Mountains, the Uruk soldier orcs, and the mercenary Easterlings and Black Numenoreans. A 

fearsome horde, that ravages and pillages in day or night, sometimes with just tribal raids, other times 

with small armies marching all over the Nenuial, always seeking to erode the fortitude and resilience of 

the last of the Arnor Kingdoms. And some day, when the Witch King senses the Free People are at their 

weakest, when doubt overcomes them and fear saps their courage, then shall the he cast forth his black 

legions and so will the whole Angmarim Horde sweep all before them.  

  

  



Campaign Format 

This is a Co-Operative campaign for the players – you are all Leaders commanding contingents from the 

various races who collectively call themselves the ‘Free People’ – in direct contrast to those races and 

tribes enslaved and manipulated by the evil powers of the Witch King of Angmar. 

It is your Council-of-War that seeks to assist Arvedui, King of Arthedain, along with his son Prince 

Aranarth who sits and plans alongside you. For this is the greatest crusade of this Third Age, where 

honour and duty dictates you must be present to see the Evil in the North be halted, less all of Middle 

Earth sadly falls into foul Darkness and miserable Corruption.   

The task is simple enough – prevent the Angmarim from despoiling the Domain of Nenuial, protect the 

free people who live there, so that their crops and cattle may feed other regions, and when the time 

arises as one great righteous force, hurl back the Witch King’s forces into the Northern Wastes. 

The forces of the Free Peoples have four important locations, well-garrisoned, that serve as the main 

settlements within or close to Nenuial.  

• Fornost is now the capital city of the Kingdom of Arthedain, last domain of old Arnor. It is the 

gateway to Rivendell and the Gondorian lands. 

• Annuminas is the old capital, sacked long ago, and now an ailing fading city as the people migrate 

away from hardship and danger. It can still prove to be an adequate camp for the military. 

• Bareketta, at the northern end of the Great Lake, stands the Keep of the House Eketya. A beautiful 

stronghold, well-built yet fought over and besieged many times by the Angmarim.  

• Caras Celairnen is the city at the fork of the rivers Lhun and Uialduin, emplaced upon a rocky spit of 

dry land amidst the swamp between the two rivers. Grey Haven, known also as Mithlond, lies to 

the south-west.  

Watchtowers and beacons stand tall on the high points of this land, and provide a rudimentary system 

of signalling. And around the domain are fortified camps, keeps, towers and other strongholds who can 

still provide defence and respite for weary friendly forces patrolling these lands. Finally, some of the 

brave souls who still live, farm and trade in Nenuial are scattered about in villages and farms, although 

sadly, these settlements dwindle in number every year as the Angmar Ravaging drags on. 

 

Campaign Objectives 

Primary concern for all Leaders and Commanders is to assist the Arthedain forces in their defence of the 

Domain of Nenuial. For if the Free Peoples of Middle Earth fail here, more powerful foes may rise up. 

There are also the region’s treasures to protect and keep safe from evil.  

• Black Palantir of Amon-Sul – a large stone, can only be carried by wagon, now in safe-keeping in 

Fornost Erain. This seeing-stone is quite powerful, able to link to the other Palantiri elsewhere. 

• Green Palantir of Annuminas – a smaller stone, able to be carried by one man, said to be secure in 

Fornost as well. Despite this being the lesser of the seeing-stones, its used the by the King in the north. 

• Ring of Barahir – an hereditary Arnor artefact, and often worn by King Arvedui. 

• Silver Sceptre of Annuminas – another ancient Kingly artefact, it resides secure in a chamber guarded 

by Arthedain Royal Guardsmen and the Wardens of Annuminas in the Chamber of Ost Elendil.  

   

 

 

 



Gaerdae of Harlindon – Cirdan’s Captain of Ships. 

An elven Lord of great influence, a master mariner and a reliable commander. Gaerdae follows 

Cirdan’s orders loyally, placing more trust in him than in Glorfindel. If the Elves time here in Middle 

Earth is diminishing, Gaerdae knows there is likely to be fewer opportunities to hold back the Evil 

hordes. He accepts that his kind aim to head west to the Immortal Lands, but he suspects that come the 

time of his calling, he will remain here in Middle Earth, in Harlindon with his close kinsmen and 

followers together.  

Secret Aim: with troubled times likely to come to pass, Gaerdae knows the ancient artefacts of this 

region will be even more valuable and powerful. The Black Palantir of Amon-Sul – to his eyes – is the 

most important of these treasures, and one he can use once he decides to stay in Harlindon, so that he 

may attempt to remain linked to those who travel westwards. That at least is his sincere hope. 

 

Erestor of Rivendell – Loremaster of Imladris 

A Half-Elf of Elrond’s High Council, kinsman of Elrond, son of an Elf Lord and a Dunedain woman 

from Arthedain. Loyal friend of Aranarth, Prince of Arthedain, he strives hard to maintain the support 

of the Elves of Rivendell for his beloved northmen, as he can forsee a darker age where Evil blights all 

of Middle Earth. He is a capable leader of men, but not considered a fighter of renown – instead, he 

provides a competent and thorough grasp of the lands and what it takes to maintain the forces of the 

Free Peoples in the defence of this region.  

Secret Aim: if Arthedain should fall as the last Kingdon of the North, then Both of the Palantirs, the 

Ring of Barahir and the Silver Sceptre must all be taken to Rivendell. All the artefacts will serve as 

powerful tokens to rally others against the Witch King and those who serve him. And the Palantiri must 

be safeguarded from falling into the wrong hands, of those who would only serve themselves.  

 

Adrazar – Dunedain Venturer 

You have sailed every stretch of the southern coasts around Gondor, and you lay claim that 

no-one crosses the Bay of Belfalas unless you sanction it. You have many connections and 

supporters, but on this occasion you find yourself at the bidding of Prince Earnur of Gondor. 

He has tasked you with supporting the remaining Free Peoples in the Domain of Nenuial, and 

you have some companies of Gondor infantry at your disposal.  

Secret Aim: to do your best for your Prince, but ensure you and the Gondor troops are not 

frittered away in endless chases and lengthy campaigning. Grey Havens own approaches, such 

as that swampy town of Ceras Celairnen - must be defended at all costs, so support the Elves 

as best you can, defeat the Dark Forces where you find them, but do not get drawn into the 

wastes of the far north.  

 

Theign Barank of the Anduin Vales 

You are the current Theign or Lord of your clan in the Anduin Vales, and as the patriarch of your 

fellow northmen, you heed the call of Gondor and the Arthedains when the dark forces of the Witch 

King ravage the Domain of Nenuial. Your riders are fearsome and reliable, but remember, you have 

your own lands to defend. 

Secret Aim: To win what battles you can, and then to collect booty, orc-scalps, trophies and great 

renown, and a quick return home to tell tales of glory and great sacrifice. 


